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3-5-18 1506 hrs.
A juvenile female from Marcus Hook was cited for Disorderly Conduct after being involved in a road rage
incident in the parking lot of Springfield Mall. The female was a passenger in a vehicle and accused
another driver of speeding. She then confronted the other driver and upon being separated by Mall
Security she struck the driver in the head with her hand.
3-5-18 1749 hrs.
CVS 334 Baltimore Pk. employees reported a male had entered the store about an hour prior and placed
a quantity of the drink Ensure in a shopping cart. The male then wheeled the cart outside without
making payment for the merchandise and entered a blue vehicle and left the area. Det. McNeely is
investigating.
3-6-18 1107 hrs.
A resident of the 400 block Larchwood Rd. reported that after receiving an alarm notification from the
alarm company, she found the kitchen door and window open. Police checked the interior of the house
and found jewelry boxes missing from one of the bedrooms. Det. McCarthy is handling the
investigation.
3-6-18 1709 hrs.
A shopper at BJ’s Wholesale reported that she had been shopping with her wallet resting in the
shopping cart. When she went to pay for her merchandise, she found the wallet was missing. Several
credit cards and cash were inside the wallet.
3-6-18 2011 hrs.
Police investigated a male subject on the unit block of E. Woodland Av. who had been accused of
throwing a cigarette at a passing motorist. This subject had been arrested by Delaware County Park
Police on an arrest warrant a short time earlier in the day at Smedley Park. The victim in this cigarette
incident did not wish to pursue charges, and the subject was released.

3-9-18 0835 hrs.
Chipotle Mexican Grill, 801 Baltimore Pike, reported an attempted entry into the building. The manager
discovered pry marks and damage to the rear door that occurred overnight. Entry was not gained.
3-9-18 1218 hrs.
Pacific Sunwear, 1250 Baltimore Pike, reported a retail theft. A store employee heard the audible
security alarm activate at the front of the store. She observed 2 women and 1 man exiting the store
carrying a large amount of merchandise. The suspects were last seen running toward the Target store
and exiting the mall. A description of the suspects and a possible vehicle was provided to police. Det.
James Devaney is investigating.
3-9-18 1330 hrs.
Officer Kai DiRemigio responded to the Target Store, 857 Baltimore Pike, for an accident in the parking
lot. When he arrived, he observed one of the drivers, Addesse G. Willie, 41 years old from Philadelphia,
yelling at the other driver. Officer DiRemigio separated both parties and collected their information.
During the investigation, Willie began screaming at the other driver and spit in his face. Officer
DiRemigio tried to calm Willie, but she refused to comply with directions. She was advised she was
under arrest and resisted, struggling with the officer as he placed her in handcuffs. As a result, Officer
DiRemigio suffered scratches to his face, bites to his arm and a laceration above his lip. Addesse G.
Willie was charged with Aggravated Assault , Resisting Arrest and other related charges. Det. Bridget
McCarthy is handling the case..

